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Sublime with Rome - Same Old Situation
Tom: A
Intro: D  E

Verso 1:
   D                 E                                  D
If I could just only ask of one more thing I want from you
                        E
Well it would go like this
            D           E                            D
Would you open up and accept me for the way I am to you,
        E
Get a clue
        D                  E                                 D
And if you tell me why I love you but you gotta change your
ways,
                      E
Well I would say any day
        D                           E
D
'nd my loves afraid that we have crashed and burned there
ain't no sign of repair,
              E
Tell me this isn't fair

Pré-Refrão:
Dbm                   Bm
Oh and still I wonder why
                     Dbm
We're always buzzing by
                    Bm
And each and every night
                        D
You know I come home to you

Refrão:
D                        E
We're at the same old situation
                               D
We're at the same old loss of words
                         E
We're at the same old situation, here it goes
        D
Once again
                        E
We're at the same old situation
                              D
We're at the same old loss of words
                           E
We're at the same old situation, here it goes

Verso 2:
    D                             E
D
And there could be, girl I just want to walk with you hand in
hand,
                      E
Back when I was your man
     D                    E                                 D
And you hold me, hold me like the world was promising the
moon,
                      E
Tell me this I can tend
     D                  E                                 D
And left me up and you shot me down you took me up the sky,
                       E
And now I'm wondering why
          D                        E
D
Yeah I'm struggling now, how you got me singing like a sing a

long
            E
Tell me I'm not assigned, I'm out of mine

Pré-Refrão:
Dbm                  Bm
Oh and still I wonder why

We're always buzzing by
Dbm                Bm
And each and every night
                        D
You know I come home to you

Refrão:
 D                    E
We're at the same old situation
                                 D
We're at the same old loss of words
                       E
We're at the same old situation, here it goes
        D
Once again
                         E
We're at the same old situation
                                   D
We're at the same old loss of words
                          E
We're at the same old situation, here it goes
       D
Once again

Ponte:
D        A           E
And I know, and you know
              Gb                     D
We would be broken but this is not the end
        A              E
And we both know that I'm not sure

Nowhere left to go.

Refrão:
 D                    E
We're at the same old situation
                                 D
We're at the same old loss of words
                       E
We're at the same old situation, here it goes
        D
Once again
                        E
We're at the same old situation
                                 D
We're at the same old loss of words
                          E
We're at the same old situation, here it goes
       D
Once again

Outro:
D                E
I don't want anymore,
                   D
It's the same old situation now,
               E
I don't want anymore
D
No more.
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